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September - Roger Busfield & Bill Robinson

Roger and Bill were called in at very short notice to replace David Muckle who
has had an accident.

Bill showed this item that ‘he had made earlier’
and went through the procedure for constructing
it., starting with an

 explanation of why a full size drawing is necessary   to work
out
segment
length.

He went
on to
show the

cutting of the segments, gluing and
clamping them, assembling and
turning top and bottom halves and
the joining of the two.

In the course of this, he showed
how the patterns are formed and then showed how it is easier to cut a thread on six
segmented pieces where the grain is all running in the same direction.

Below are shown, left, the segment cutting jig set at 30° and six segments being cut.
Right, starting to turn off the ‘knobbly bits’.
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Roger took over from Bill to produce the box shown. He started with a
piece of yew and shaped it before parting it as shown (top right).  The two
halves were then hollowed and Roger’s special calipers used to keep a

check on the wall thickness (bottom
left.) .A sleeve was made and glued

into the top
half. The

two
halves
having
been
fitted
toge
ther,
the
who

le
was

mount
ed

between chuck and tail centre and blended to a finish and
most of the chucking spigot removed before sliding the

tailstock clear and, with tissue to tighten the fit, finishing the stalk area and drilling a
hole for it.  A jam chuck was used to
mount the bottom half to remove the
chucking spigot and finish it off. The

stalk was made using Roger’s Escoulen
chuck ( left),  shown almost complete (right)
and then coloured with car body paint and
glued in place.

Right - the three pieces used to make
the main body of the box.
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A selection of work by CWA members.

Heavens above.
It got crowded in heaven, so, for one day it was decided only to accept
people who had really had a bad day on the day they died. St. Peter was
standing at the pearly gates and said to the first man, "Tell me about the
day you died."

The man said, "Oh, it was awful. I was sure my wife was having an af-
fair, so I came home early to catch her with him. I searched all over the
apartment but couldn't find him anywhere. So I went out onto the balco-
ny, we live on the 25th floor, and found this man hanging over the edge
by his fingertips. I went inside, got a hammer, and started hitting his
hands. He fell, but landed in some bushes. So, I got the refrigerator and
pushed it over the balcony and it crushed him. The strain of the act gave
me a heart attack, and I died."

St. Peter couldn't deny that this was a pretty bad day, and since it was a
crime of passion, he let the man in.

He then asked the next man in line about the day he died. "Well, sir, it
was awful," said the second man. "I was doing aerobics on the balcony
of my 26th floor apartment when I twisted my ankle and slipped over
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the edge. I managed to grab the balcony of the apartment below, but
some
maniac came out and started pounding on my fingers with a hammer.
Luckily I landed in some bushes. But, then the guy dropped a refrigera-
tor
on me!"

St. Peter chuckled, let him into heaven and decided he could really start
to enjoy this job.

"Tell me about the day you died?", he said to the third man in line.

"OK, picture this, I'm naked, hiding inside a refrigerator...."
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October - Martin Pidgen

Martin gave an entertaining display but regrettably, very few photos
turned out.  He did, though, leave most items produced as raffle prizes,
so the photos shown are of these, taken at the November meeting.

He started with simple objects, the first being the light-pull,
(left) and then a bottle stopper, (right).

He then progressed to a diamond bowl and
demonstrated how, without care, the short

points can easily disappear.  He uses marks on
the tool rest to help in avoiding turning too
much material from vulnerable parts.

Next in his programme was, at first sight, rather a
puzzle.  Just a length of square section wood with a

decorative turning on one end.
All became much clearer on closer examina-

tion and a little explaining
from Martin - a pencil line at
a diagonal and the explana-

tion that the other end would
also be turned revealed it as

a pair of wedg-
es, or door

stops.

Next was a wine bottle coaster.  A
block of wood was hollowed
to fit over the body of the
chuck and the front and out-
side finished.  It was then re-
verse chucked and the base
finished.  A pre-cut cork disc was
used to line the bottom and three small cork discs supplied to
be glued on as feet.

All these items, as stated, were left with the club and subse-
quently used as raffle prizes.
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Top and bottom views of Martin’s final
piece.
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27th Annual seminar of Irish Woodturners

Held at the Armagh City Hotel

On September 24th 2010-11-14

Having enjoyed the 2009 seminar so much that we booked in for our bed and break-
fast for 2010 before leaving. Once again the same 4, Roger, Bill, Alan and myself left
Kendal and travelled to Stranraer and caught the ferry to Belfast and then motored on
to Armagh - no problems with sat nav this time.!!

As normal the seminar started on the Friday at 2.pm so prior to that we had time to
meet up with friends and visit the trade stands. We also met up with Danny Woof who
was taking a holiday in Ireland to coincide with the seminar. As we know, the Irish are
a very friendly lot and we were soon made very welcome .

Andrew Hall and Margaret Gerrard were two of the demonstrators who are well
known to us, and then there were others from England and Ireland and also the U.S.A.
One has to chose which demonstrators they want to watch and from those I chose
Mike Maloney - U.S.A., Pat Carroll - Co. Wexford and Andrew Hall - Billy Row,
Crook. One thing that seems to go with the demonstrators is their humour - cracking
jokes as they are turning., and a good rapport with the audience.

In the competitions the class 6 professionals was won by Bill Robinson and the class 5
open was won by Danny Woof- well done our 2 club members.

Since we returned, Bill Robinson has been asked if he would be consider being a
demonstrator in 2011- obviously his work has been well recognised.

So Killarney here we come !!!!!                                        Report from Bryan Wilson
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November - Tony Wilson

Tony’s return to the club produced yet another ‘not to be missed’ day of excellent
turning accompanied by a dialogue that was, without any microphone, even
loud enough for your deaf editor to be able to hear!  His first item, though, had a

slightly puzzling name - turned out to be a ‘bowl on a
pole’

The bowl was turned first, from an oak blank with a hole
drilled off centre and at a slight angle towards the centre

Next the pole, from a piece of
beech. Between steb centre and tail
centre.  As can be seen, the diameter
at the top is larger than the hole and
where the finger is pointing., a slight
taper was turned and the top section
parted off.  The lower section was

mounted in the chuck - a chuck-
ing spigot had been turned while
between centres - and a hole
bored to take the tapered section.
It allows the top piece to sit with
the end faces of the pieces to fit
together neatly.  This can, if de-

sired be glued for final assembly.
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The final piece, oak again, was
the base.  It was turned with a
recess in the top face to take the
chucking spigot of the ‘pole’.
This spigot, having a taper,
could not be a good enough fit
to hold the whole assembly
steady  and so it should be
glued.

Tony next asked if everyone
had seen his version of a honey
pot - not that it would make a
difference - he was going to

make one! - a new version.  It was made
from oak - not considered ‘food safe’ but
takes a glass pot, obtainable fromstores
such as Asda or Tesco.

At previous demos, he has used his
home made beading tools but this time had the commercial ones.

All the time that these items were being produced, a very large piece of sycamore had
been sitting under the lathe.  It had a
chucking pre-drilled in one end and
was mounted on this but not as shown -
it was too large and the head had to be
pivoted while it was being trued
enough to clear the bed bars.  The pho-
to shows it after the front row of the
audience were somewhat relieved to
see the tail centre adding support!
Tony had said he wasn’t worried if an-
yone dozed off during the turning - it
was going to be rather tedious - but
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no-one did, at least not until the tailstock was in place!  After some time, the piece
was shaped as shown on the right.  It was then sprayed black and removed to dry.

Another mysterious and rather large,

conical piece was then mounted between centres and turned as shown, tape used to
mask a section high was then also sprayed black and in turn removed to dry.

A third piece was then turned and a cove cut in it also sprayed black.
The first piece was re-chucked and a
power carving tool used (below).

The conical piece was supported by hand  by Tony and Andy, accompanying him,
while similar carving was done on it and the third piece was cleaned by sanding.
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The three pieces were assembled to
form the item on the left, inspired by
a Roman fire pit.  These were origi-
nally made from rock - granite or
marble -  and the bowl, unlike
Tony’s, hollowed  (he didn’t feel we
needed yet more dozing off time
while he did that!) and metal lined.

The final item in Tony’s rep-
ertoire was a piece of pine,
the maximum length his lathe
would take and square section

Which fairly quickly became
this.
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Another, shorter spindle
and a base and it became
  —–>
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A ROOSTER NAMED RALPH
A farmer has about 500 hens, but no rooster, and he wants chicks. So, he goes

down the road to the next farmer and asks if he has a rooster that he would sell.
The other farmer says, "Yep, I've got this great rooster, named Ralph. He'll serv-

ice every chicken you got, no problem."
Well, Ralph the rooster costs £1,000, a lot of money, but the farmer
decides he'd be worth it. So, he buys Ralph The farmer takes Ralph
home and sets him down in the barnyard, but first he gave the rooster a
pep talk.
"I want you to pace yourself now. You've got a lot of chickens to
service here, and you cost me a lot of money."
Consequently, I'll need you to do a good job. So, take your time and
have some fun," the farmer said, with a chuckle.
Ralph seems to understand, so the farmer points toward the hen house
and Ralph takes off like a shot. WHAM! Ralph nails every hen in the
hen house -three or four times, and the farmer is really shocked. After
that, the farmer hears a commotion in the duck pen and, sure enough,
Ralph is in there. Later, the farmer sees Ralph after a flock of geese
down by the lake.  Once again - WHAM! He gets all the geese. By
sunset he sees Ralph out in the fields chasing quail and pheasants. The
farmer is distraught and worried that his expensive rooster won't even
last 24 hours.

Some items by CWA members
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Sure enough, the farmer goes to bed and wakes up the next morning to find Ralph
on his back out in the middle of the yard, mouth open, tongue hanging out and both
feet sticking straight up in the air. Buzzards are circling overhead.

The farmer, saddened by the loss of such a colourful and expensive animal,
shakes his head and says, "Oh, Ralph, I told you to pace yourself.  I tried to get you to
slow down, now look what you've done to yourself."

Ralph opens one eye, nods toward the buzzards circling in the sky and
says, "Shhhh! They're getting closer."

Alf

Editorial

I had real fears that this edition would not appear.  Having forgotten that the De-
cember meeting was not going to be the third Saturday, I’d not realised that it was go-
ing to clash with a holiday we’d booked in Malta!  We’ll be returning on the same day
as the meeting but will not even be airborne until after the meeting closes!  Added to
my health problems, it was looking gloomy and I also had no material for October -
see the text for that month and even though things looked slightly less dark by the time
the November meeting was over, it wasn’t until I go home that the clouds started to
lift..

Getting back from under those clouds, the doctor, while the tests have not shown
that I have angina (and I’ve not needed to use the spray for weeks now) he can’t say I
definitely haven’t but I feel the real problem was the chest infection that now seems
clear.  I’ve also regained my sense of smell, though after several years without it, I
can’t  always remember what it is I that can smell!

Many thanks to Bryan Wilson for supplying missing photos, as well as his report
on the Ireland visit; to Roger Busfield for his ‘no turning’ cartoon and for all the good
wishes during my problems.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all.

From Barbara and Ken
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